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Abstract—Currently, most acoustic positioning strategies are based on broadband coding and the pulse compression technique to obtain better accuracy and robustness against in-band noise. However, the accuracy and robustness of these systems is often seriously damaged in areas of low coverage and/or affected by multipath. This work proposes a High Availability Positioning Algorithm (HAPA) that optimally processes the received signal to improve positioning results throughout the whole location area. This algorithm validates the Time-of-Arrival (ToA) from each beacon, corrects their Doppler shift and compensates for multipath when it exists. If the number of validated beacons is enough to obtain a position, the algorithm tries to position with their optimal combination; if not, it tries to position by incorporating additional ToA candidates for the non-validated beacons.

The HAPA performance has been evaluated through a set of experimental tests to compare its results with those obtained by the Robust Positioning Algorithm (RPA) developed by the authors in a previous work, and by a Classical Positioning Algorithm (CPA) based on the emission of chirps. In particular, when using a mobile robot to follow trajectories that cross areas with low coverage and affected by multipath, the HAPA maintains an availability of 97.89%, while the RPA drops to 83.25% and the CPA to 50.19%.

Index Terms—Acoustic Local Positioning System, Efficient Signal Processing, High Availability, Low Coverage, Multipath, Doppler, Ultrasound, Spread-spectrum

I. INTRODUCTION

Local positioning is an active research topic that has attracted the attention of the instrumentation and measurement community for more than a decade now. During this period, a variety of systems have been proposed based on different technologies such as light [1], ultra-wideband radar [2], [3], [4], magnetic fields [5], [6], [7], RFID [8], inertial sensors [9] and acoustics [10], [11], [12]. This latter has been one of the most widely developed systems since the appearance of the first works at the end of the former century [13], [14], [15], and today it is considered a reliable solution that provides centimeter accuracy with maximum coverage of tens of meters [16], [17]. During this period of intense research, Acoustic Local Positioning Systems (ALPS) have incorporated broadband signal coding and the pulse compression technique to improve their accuracy and robustness against noise [18], [19], as well as complex algorithms to mitigate detection hindering phenomena such as multiple access interference [20], [21] or multipath propagation [22], [23].

Today, ALPS developers find motivation in the positioning and tracking of moving targets in real, complex environments. These targets can be either people using their smartphones as intelligent signal receivers that compute their position to provide the user with location-based services [24], [25], or flying drones with applications in warehouse logistics [26], [27], [28]. This ambitious goal implies new design challenges.

The first of these challenges is the Doppler effect associated with the movement of the target. The consequences that this phenomenon can have on the detection of broadband acoustic signals have been already analyzed in some works [29], [30]. In [31], two of the authors of this work proposed a novel Doppler compensation algorithm that computed the time shift undergone by the detection pulse to estimate the position of a moving target accurately. A second challenge that has not attracted much attention from acoustic LPS researchers is the operation in poor coverage areas, which arise in complex environments with real-world obstacles. Most ALPS receivers avoid false detections by using an energy threshold below which no correlation peak is validated. Unfortunately, this threshold may be above actual arrival peaks in poor coverage areas that will not be detected, giving rise to an under-determined system of positioning equations with no single solution. This situation is typically tackled by rendering the last valid position or an estimated evolution of this last valid position. Other receivers make no use of an energy threshold and always assume a detection by searching for the highest amplitude peak in an evaluation window. Under poor coverage, this approach may validate false arrivals that will eventually generate an erroneous estimation of the position or even cause the positioning algorithm to diverge. Statistical analysis can be used to discard these outliers when enough measurements are taken in similar conditions. However, none of these solutions is useful when the need is to track fast-moving targets.

Recently, the authors have proposed a solution to this problem that increases the availability of chirp-based Classical Positioning Algorithms (CPA) between 20 and 25% when tracking a mobile robot with speeds up to 2 m/s in areas with limited coverage [32]. This solution consists of a complex signal encoding scheme based on the use of an OFDM modulated Complementary Set of Sequences, which is attached to the Doppler tolerant combination of a chirp and a carrier pulse previously described in [31]. This chirp + carrier header was used to baseband demodulate the appended tail and thus validate the detection of weak signals. However, despite the notably enhanced performance of the new system, there was still a wide room for improvement, which has been the main motivation for the present work.
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Here, we present an evolved version of the Robust Positioning Algorithm (RPA) proposed in [32], where we have worked on the limitations that we found in the experimental tests. This new HighAvailability Positioning Algorithm (HAPA) raises the system performance close to its maximum achievable value. There are several differences between both algorithms that make this performance improvement possible, and are worth noticing:

- Regarding the emitted signal, RPA used only two orthogonal codes in the validation step: one for the reference beacon, and another one for the rest. HAPA uses five orthogonal codes, one for each beacon. Additionally, the order of the chirp and pulse has been exchanged to reduce the impact of multipath on the Doppler shift estimation.
- If RPA loses the reference beacon, positioning is not possible. Thanks to the new design, HAPA is always able to choose a reference beacon from the available arrivals in each frame.
- HAPA incorporates a more efficient multipath detection algorithm than RPA, based on a log of valid ToA from previous calculated positions. It is combined with a multipath compensation algorithm, that even allows to recover peaks missed by the chirp peak detector. The combination of the two algorithms makes HAPA more robust to multipath than RPA.
- With respect to availability, RPA only tries to position with existing validated peaks. In addition, HAPA also proposes possible candidate peaks if there are not enough validated peaks, and tries all possible beacon combinations to get a valid position.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the emitter and receiver modules, as well as the signal coding scheme of the proposed system. In Section III the new HAPA is proposed. Section IV presents and discusses a set of experimental results obtained in a real environment with a mobile robot. Finally, Section V highlights the most relevant conclusions that can be drawn from this work.

II. POSITIONING SYSTEM DESIGN

The system used is composed of an emitter and receiver modules operating in a laboratory environment on a positioning surface of 2.4 × 2.4 m². Each of the system components and the designed acoustic signals are described below.

A. Emission Module

The module for the signal emission has been developed on a Printed Circuit Board (PCB), which includes an NXP LPC1768 microcontroller [33], a Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) with 8-bit resolution, a stage for signal conditioning and an AC/DC converter to connect the board to the mains.

Five Prowave 328ST/R160 ultrasonic transducers [34] have been connected to this electronic module. According to their characteristics, the optimum working range for these transducers has been established between 36 and 44 kHz, since it is in this bandwidth where they offer the best flat response. Moreover, the location of each transducer has been established with millimeter precision using a laser rangefinder [35].

B. Signal Design

The design of the transmitted signals, which is an evolved version of previous work from the authors [32], is now described.

The transmitted signals consist of three components: 1) a 10 ms carrier with a frequency of 40 kHz, 2) a 10 ms chirp transmitted between 36 and 44 kHz, and 3) a binary code modulated in OFDM. The carrier allows compensating for the Doppler effect experienced by the signal, whereas the chirp provides candidate arrivals. Beacon identification is obtained from the last signal component: it consists of a unique code for each beacon, which validates or discards a candidate arrival and identifies the transmitter. This validation process will be explained in more detail in Section III.

In order to choose a coding family, we evaluated the performance in a preliminary study of the best set of five orthogonal codes from two different families: Kasami codes [36], and Complementary Set of Sequences (CSS) [37], both with similar lengths (63 and 64 bits, respectively). Performance was based on the bound, defined as the ratio of the highest-amplitude sidelobe to the main auto-correlation peak, where a value closer to 0 means better orthogonality. These values were 0.222 for the Kasami set and 0.375 for the CSS, so Kasami codes were selected for this work.

The OFDM technique has been used to modulate the Kasami codes due to its simple modulation and demodulation process and its easy channel equalization in the frequency domain. In addition, OFDM also offers some immunity to impulsive noise and even certain robustness to multipath when using cyclic prefixes [38]. The 63 bits composing each Kasami code have been mapped in Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying (QPSK) and assigned to 32 subcarriers inside a bandwidth of 8 kHz. This modulation generates signals of 4 ms duration. Moreover, a same-duration cyclic prefix has been included, resulting in a total modulated code duration of 8 ms. Channel
equalization and demodulation at the receiver will be carried out with the help of 32 OFDM-modulated pilot symbols that have been transmitted on the same subcarriers, also including a cyclic prefix. Pilot symbols add an extra 8 ms to the signal duration. Therefore, the third signal component total duration is 16 ms, and the transmitted signal total duration, including the carrier and the chirp, is 36 ms.

Fig. 2 shows an example of the proposed signal design, which illustrates the three components of the transmitted signals and the transmission schedule of the five beacons. This schedule is based on a T-CDMA protocol (Time Code Division Multiple Access), where each transmission is encoded and transmitted in different slots since the board only has one DAC. The slot duration is 40 ms.

It is worth noticing that, in order to compare the performance of the proposed HAPA with an approach based solely on chirps (CPA), we used two different chirps in the signal design: one is created with a linear increase of frequencies (upchirp), and it is transmitted by the “reference beacon” in Beacon 1, B1; the other is designed with a linear decrease of frequencies (downchirp), and it is transmitted by the other four beacons (B2 to B5). We remark that in the CPA (Beacon 1, B1), no beacon identification is based on the chirps. We used two different chirps in the signal to a signal acquisition system with a sampling frequency of 200 kHz. This sampled signal is stored in a laptop (© 2021 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See https://www.ieee.org/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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III. High Availability Positioning Algorithm

This section explains all the steps followed by the proposed HAPA, shown in Fig. 4. The algorithm loads a 240 ms frame. A bandpass filter is firstly applied to keep the signal corresponding to the transducer bandwidth, and to reduce the noise. The filter output is upsampled then to 1 MHz, in order to increase the resolution in the ensuing correlation with the chirps.

A matched filter is applied to the upsampled signal to detect the upchirp, and another matched filter looks for the downchirps. In each of these correlation signals, we used a peak detector [40] to look for the chirp arrivals by considering a sliding window of 40 ms with a 10 ms overlap, so no chirp is missed. We set the thresholds of the peak detector to allow low-amplitude peaks to be detected, in order to compensate for the near-far effect. As a side effect, some spurious peaks caused by multipath and correlation noise will be detected too. When all the windows in the frame are processed, a list of $n_c$ candidates containing their arrival times is obtained.

Subsequently, a peak validation process is carried out. The first step is to check the Doppler shift experienced by the received signal. This is done on the attached carrier, by calculating the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and comparing the frequency at the spectrum maximum with the transmitted carrier frequency. In addition to Doppler shift estimation, this step also allows to remove some of the spurious peaks detected before. If the estimated Doppler shift of a particular arrival is greater than 1 kHz, it is concluded that the corresponding peak does not come from a valid transmission (it is assumed that the expected carrier was not found), and it is discarded. Therefore, for a carrier of 40 kHz, this 1-kHz-threshold rejects speeds higher than 8.5 m/s, approximately. This speed is large enough for indoor environments. After this step, the list of candidate arrivals is reduced to $n_\ell$.

The validation step based on the Kasami code follows next for each of the remaining $n_\ell$ candidate arrivals. The algorithm extracts the samples corresponding to the OFDM signals from the pilot symbols and the Kasami code, they are downsampled to $f_s = 500$ kHz, and a resampling operation compensates the experienced Doppler shift, as calculated on the previous step. The pilot symbols are demodulated next. The received pilots $Y_p[k]$ are contained in $K$ subcarriers:

$$Y_p[k] = H[k] \cdot X_p[k],$$

where $k = 1, \ldots, K$. The channel response $H[k]$ is obtained from (1), since the transmitted pilots $X_p[k]$ are known:

$$H[k] = Y_p[k]/X_p[k]$$

Analogously, the Kasami code is demodulated next obtaining $Y[k]$. The equalized symbols $X^{eq}[k]$ can be calculated then from (3):

$$X^{eq}[k] = \frac{Y[k]}{H[k]}$$

This step presupposes a constant channel response during 16 ms, that is, the duration of the modulated pilots and Kasami code, which is a reasonable assumption.

1 Superscript indicates a particular block in Figure 4.
The equalized symbols are then demapped, and bit decision provides the binary samples $S[i]$ following (4):

$$S[i] = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } X^{eq}[i] > 0 \\
-1, & \text{if } X^{eq}[i] < 0 
\end{cases} \quad (4)$$

Once the 63 bits are recovered, correlation operations are conducted against the transmitted codes in $Q$ branches, one for each beacon. Performing the correlation in baseband decreases modulation effects and simplifies the detector since the peak must appear at the sample $L$, where $L$ is the length of the code. The normalized peak amplitudes $\phi^q$ at sample $L$ are calculated next at each branch $q$, following:

$$\phi^q = \frac{A^q}{T} \quad (5)$$

where $A^q$ is the peak amplitude at sample $L$ and branch $q$.

The detector then looks for the branch with maximum value $\phi = \max(\phi^q)$, for $q = 1, \ldots, Q$, which provides beacon identification. Moreover, if $\phi \geq 0.5$, the peak is validated; otherwise, it is marked as a candidate to be further evaluated. After all candidate arrivals have been evaluated, the algorithm keeps only one peak per beacon. In the event that more than one peak is validated for a particular beacon (for example, due to multipath), only the one arriving first is kept. If there is one validated peak and one or more candidates for that beacon, only the validated one is retained. Furthermore, if there are only candidates, the one arriving first is kept. After this step is completed, there are potentially $n$ validated peaks, and $m$ candidate peaks, where $\max(n) = Q$, and $\max(m) = Q - n$. In the system proposed in this work, since we have five beacons, $Q = 5$.

Fig. 3 shows an example of this validation step. In this case, three arrivals have been validated ($\phi^q > 0.5$, represented with a circle); two have been marked as candidate for further evaluation ($\phi^q < 0.5$, represented with a square); and two arrivals discovered by the peak detector did not meet the validation criteria (correlation peak not at sample $L$), and will not be further processed by the HAPA algorithm.

Potential multipath detections are evaluated next. The algorithm keeps a log of the beacons ToA when a position is successfully obtained using all beacons. If the log is not empty, the new ToA is compared with the mean of the recorded ToA for each beacon. If it deviates more than a certain threshold, it is marked as potential multipath, to be evaluated later. This threshold depends on the environment (walls, beacons locations, ceiling height), so it must be manually calculated. In this case, it was set to 10 ms, which corresponded to multipath coming from floor-ceiling rebounds. A second threshold is set at 40 ms to remove peaks that would be incorrectly identified at another slot. Once the validation process and multipath detection are completed, the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of each validated peak is calculated.

If all five beacons have a validated peak, their associated Times of Arrival (ToA) are included in a Rotation Beacon Algorithm (RBA). This algorithm searches for the optimal combination of beacons that leads to successful positioning. The algorithm starts by testing with the maximum number of beacons available, five, in this case, making combinations of them in decreasing number until it succeeds in positioning or falls below three beacons required for 2D positioning. The RBA is used in any case, even when having enough validated beacons, because some of these ToA may be a close multipath and make the positioning algorithm diverge.

For each combination of beacons, the reference beacon is chosen. Since they can be validated or not and can also be potentially affected by multipath, a qualifying factor is assigned. From top to lowest priority, the algorithm will use:

1) A validated beacon with no multipath, with maximum chirp amplitude in the frame.
2) A validated beacon with no multipath, with better chirp amplitude from the ones available.
3) A candidate beacon with no multipath, with maximum chirp amplitude in the frame.
4) A candidate beacon with better chirp amplitude.

Subsequently, the TDMA scheme is unfolded, and the possible Range Doppler Coupling (RDC) associated with each ToA is compensated. The RDC algorithm [31] compensates for the time shift suffered by the chirp correlation peaks due to the Doppler effect. Once these time shifts have been corrected, the Time Difference of Arrivals (TDoA) are calculated according to the chosen reference beacon. Afterwards, the positioning algorithm based on multilateration with Gauss-Newton quadratic error minimisation is applied. If the positioning algorithm converges, i.e. provides a correct position, that position is associated with the receiver. If all the beacons were used in the position estimation, their ToA are stored in the log to check for multipath at later frames; otherwise, the RBA proposes a new combination of beacons, and the positioning process is repeated.

In case of not all beacons being validated after the peak validation step, candidate peaks are selected for the remaining beacons. In order to incorporate candidate beacons, the algorithm needs at least two validated beacons, so it can try to position with at least three of them. So, if the number of beacons with validated peaks is not greater than one, the validated peak (if any) and candidate peaks are
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Fig. 4: High availability positioning algorithm flowchart.
passed directly to the RBA. On the contrary, if the number of validated peaks is greater than one, the remaining $Q - n$ beacons’ candidate peaks are evaluated. These candidate peaks are processed one at a time. First, the algorithm evaluates whether it is affected by multipath by checking the ToA log. If it is, its associated Line of Sight Time of Flight (LoS-ToA) is searched. For this purpose, the Multipath Compensation Algorithm (MCA) [23] adapted to the signal coding used in this work has been used. The MCA is based on the accurate impulse response estimation from which the LoS-ToA for each channel is obtained. The algorithm takes as ToA-LoS the first channel’s impulsive response peak in chronological order that exceeds a certain threshold. This threshold is heuristically set as a percentage of the highest amplitude impulsive response peak.

Next, the reference beacon is selected from the set of beacons consisting of those with validated peaks and the candidate’s beacon under evaluation, following the same criteria as before. The ToA of this set of beacons, with at least three components, are used to determine whether it is possible to obtain a correct position. For this, the TDMA is unfolded, the RDC of each ToA is compensated, and the TDoA are obtained. If the positioning algorithm converges, the candidate peak is validated and added to the previously $n$ validated ones. If the algorithm diverges, the candidate is discarded. Subsequently, the same procedure is repeated for each of the remaining peak candidates. This step allows to validate an extra $\hat{m}$ candidates, where $\hat{m}$ is between 0 and $m$.

Finally, if the number of validated peaks $(n + \hat{m})$ is greater than two, their associated beacons are passed directly to the RBA to obtain the positioning as explained above. Conversely, if $n + \hat{m} \leq 2$, the HAPA uses the set of beacons associated with validated and candidate peaks to supply the RBA. Therefore, the HAPA prioritises validated peaks when computing a position. Only when the number of validated peaks is not enough, i.e. less than three, the algorithm tries to get a position with a combination of validated and candidate peaks.

**IV. Experimental System Evaluation**

The results obtained in the system experimental evaluation are presented below. Firstly, a system characterisation has been conducted to evaluate its properties on a grid of points over the whole positioning area. Secondly, several trajectories with the robot in motion have been carried out to evaluate the system’s performance.

**A. System Characterization**

First, a grid of 49 points with a 0.4 m separation was designed to conduct the system characterization. At each grid point, one hundred measurements have been taken, placing the microphone at the height of 0.755 m.

The Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of each beacon has been measured at all grid points. Fig. 5 shows each beacon’s isometric levels for SNR values equal to or less than 2 dB, thus representing the regions of lower coverage. In particular, it can be seen how Beacon 3 (B3), in purple, has a low coverage area in the left part of the positioning area, or how Beacon 2 (B2), in orange, has also low intensity in the upper left area. In general, we can see how the left part of the positioning area is the one with the most significant coverage problems, while the area delimited by the position of B1, B2 and B3 is the region with the best coverage. Overall, for all 5 beacons and 49 test points, a minimum SNR value of -2.45 dB and a maximum value of 22.83 dB were measured during the tests.

The system’s availability is evaluated next, i.e. the percentage of successful positions obtained in the set of one hundred measurements taken at each one of the grid points. The results obtained in these experiments have been compared using three algorithms: 1) the Classical Positioning Algorithm (CPA) without ToA validation, 2) the Robust Positioning Algorithm (RPA) developed in [32], and 3) the High Availability Positioning Algorithm (HAPA) proposed in this work.

Figure 6a shows the results for the CPA. It can be noticed that there are a large number of positions in the grid where the system has very low or even zero availability. These poor results are mainly in those areas with low coverage illustrated in Fig. 5. Only those test points with an SNR higher than 2 dB and where the received signals are not affected by multipath or Doppler effect offer acceptable availability values.

Figure 6c represents the results obtained when the signal received at each test point is processed with the RPA. This algorithm performs a more elaborate signal processing, where the candidate ToA are subjected to a process of validation and Doppler compensation. This algorithm achieves significantly better results than those obtained with the CPA. In particular, it can be seen that in low coverage areas, the number of points with low or no availability has been reduced. However, it can also be observed that in the peripheral zones, there are still specific test points where the availability is low, mainly due to strong multipath or loss of the reference beacon.
Fig. 6: System availability and accuracy provided by each algorithm.
Finally, Fig. 6e shows the results obtained with the HAPA. In this case, the results are even better than those obtained with the RPA. It can be seen that almost all the test points have an availability close to or equal to 100%. There are only two test points where the availability is low. The first one is the point (-1.2,-0.4) with a value of 65%. This low availability was caused by the incorrect detection of B1 on the rest 35% of measurements, causing the Gauss-Newton algorithm to diverge since only three beacons were available, including B1. The second one is (-1.2,1.2) with 0% of availability. This test point is in a low coverage area and close to a corner, strongly affected by multipath. The signals received there are so weak and deteriorated by multipath that the algorithm is not capable of retrieving any position.

Additionally, the Mean Error (ME) and the 1-sigma Standard Deviation Ellipse (SDE) have been also calculated from each algorithm’s positioning results at each test point. The results obtained for the CPA algorithm are presented in Figure 6b. For this algorithm, successful positioning is obtained only in 25 of the 49 test points. The minimum average error obtained for the set of points is 0.013 m, and the maximum is 0.093 m. Because this algorithm only achieves successful positioning at points with good coverage and free of multipath, the positions obtained are very consistent, and there are practically no deviations around the mean value.

Figure 6d shows the results obtained with the RPA. The positioning has been successful in all but two test points, obtaining a minimum mean error of 0.012 m and a maximum mean error of 0.136 m. This larger maximum mean error, compared to the CPA, is due to the higher availability of the system and the inclusion of problematic grid points affected by multipath and low SNR, as indicated too by the SDE. However, this error can be tolerated in a practical application.

Lastly, Figure 6f depicts the results related to the HAPA. With this algorithm, positioning is achieved in 48 of the 49 test points and it offers the best positioning results. A minimum mean error of 0.002 m and a maximum mean error of 0.089 m are obtained. It can be seen that in the lower left zone of the positioning area, there are some test points with a slight dispersion in the measurements that did not appear for CPA and RPA. Again, this result is justified by the performance improvement introduced by HAPA in areas of poor signal quality. Therefore, since there is now greater availability in these areas and consequently a more significant number of measurements, it is logical that their dispersion increases slightly. The effects of the RBA and multipath correction can be better appreciated now, as the SDE exhibit less area than in the RPA.

B. System Performance for a Moving Target

In this section, a series of experimental tests have been conducted to determine the system’s behaviour under different trajectories. For this purpose, a Pioneer 3DX mobile robot has been equipped with a laptop computer, a signal acquisition system [41], [42] and an ultrasonic microphone [39], as shown in Figure 7a. The mobile robot carries inside a Raspberry Pi connected to its serial port, as depicted in Fig. 7b. This device runs the Raspbian operating system [43] and uses the Advanced Robotics Interface for Applications (ARIA) library [44] through which the robot commands can be executed in Python. These commands are programmed in a script on the laptop and then downloaded and executed in the Raspberry Pi through a Secure SHell (SSH) communication protocol.

During these tests, we decided to remove the resting points at the beginning and end of each trajectory. The elimination of these points establishes a fairer criterion than in [32], given that they have been taken in the centre of the positioning area where the system has good coverage, and under static conditions. Keeping those points would increase the percentage of successful positioning.

In the first test, three square trajectories of 1, 1.5 and 2-meter-side are followed, with the robot starting from the center of the square. These three trajectories aim to evaluate the robot’s positioning over the positioning area and compare the results obtained with the three algorithms. The results of these tests can be observed for the CPA and HAPA in Fig. 8a. A minimum SNR of -4.90 dB and a maximum SNR of 19.70 dB have been measured in the 1-meter-side trajectory. In this path, the CPA achieved successful positioning in 89.52% of cases. However, the HAPA increased this percentage to 100% for the same trajectory. For the 1.5-meter-side trajectory, a minimum SNR of -6.64 dB and a maximum SNR of 22.48 dB were measured. In this trajectory, the CPA was only successful in 83.08% of cases, while the HAPA succeeded in positioning 100% of cases. Finally, for the 2-meter-side path, the minimum SNR measured was -7.93 dB, and the maximum SNR was 25.12 dB. In this trajectory, we observed the largest difference between the maximum and minimum SNR because sometimes the robot is far away from some beacons, and other times it can just pass below one of them, as shown in Figure 8a with yellow circles. Besides, the robot passes close to walls, corners, and objects that accentuate multipath effect during this path. Under these circumstances, the CPA obtained a correct positioning in 50.19% of cases, while the HAPA achieved 97.89%.
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With respect to the results obtained by the RPA, the signals received in [32] have been reprocessed without considering the resting points. In the square trajectory of one meter-side, both algorithms offer 100% success in positioning. However, in the 1.5-meter-side square trajectory, there is already a slight performance difference. Here, the RPA achieves positioning in 97.64% of cases, while the HAPA still maintains a 100%. This difference in performance becomes even more pronounced in the 2-meter-side square trajectory. The RPA achieves successful positioning in 83.25% of cases while, as described above, the HAPA obtains 97.89% of success.

Analyzing in more detail this last trajectory, which has 191 test points, the RPA has positioned in 109 points (60.22%) with five beacons, in 43 points (22.51%) with four beacons and in 7 points (3.6%) with three beacons. On the other hand, the HAPA has positioned in 86 points (45.03%) with five beacons, in 71 points (37.17%) with four beacons and in 30 points (15.71%) with three beacons. The decrease in positions obtained with five beacons by the HAPA is due to the higher sensitivity of this algorithm to cross-talk. As opposed to the RPA, where only two orthogonal codes were used, five codes have to be detected, leading to more incorrect beacon detections. Nevertheless, a significant increase in the availability of 14.64% is observed, as more positions are obtained with a lower number of beacons, thanks to the additional benefits provided by the HAPA algorithm compared to the RPA. These results also indicate that the HAPA’s increased success rate is based on its ability to position in circumstances where the system has to cope with the loss of one or even two beacons. As mentioned, these circumstances occur mainly in areas with low coverage or strongly affected by multipath, as it is the case in this trajectory.

In the above trajectories, the robot always starts from the centre of the positioning area, where it has good coverage, and the algorithm quickly includes correct ToA in the log, which helps to detect multipath in more challenging areas of the trajectory later on. In the following tests, the algorithm’s performance is evaluated when starting from low coverage areas, where positioning is more challenging. In these circumstances, the algorithm is not supported by the ToA log from the beginning. Figure 8b shows the results of a test in which the robot starts a trajectory at point (-1.2, 1.2), describing a clockwise square spiral path that converges to the center of the positioning area. At this path’s beginning, there is a gap of 0.4 m until the system is able to obtain the first position, approximately at point (-0.8, 1.2). During this first stretch, the algorithm cannot position the robot because of the low coverage and strong multipath, which the ToA log cannot detect yet, since it needs a position obtained when the five beacons are used. Once the algorithm has managed to obtain positions with all the beacons, it adds the ToA to the log, and its performance stays robust until the end of the trajectory. The positions obtained by the CPA (red crosses in Figure 8b) are similar in accuracy, but its availability is significantly smaller.

The benefits of the ToA log on positioning in complicated areas is more evident when moving through the environment. An additional test has been conducted, in which the robot starts from the point (-0.8, 1.6), a place with low coverage and strong

---

**Fig. 8:** HAPA performance with different trajectories.

(a) Performance comparison in different square trajectories.

(b) HAPA evolution without position overlapping.

(c) HAPA evolution with position overlapping.
multopath where the system has difficulties in positioning. Then the robot make two counterclockwise rounds through a rectangular trajectory until it returns to the starting point. The results obtained can be observed in Figure 8c. In the initial part of the first round (blue circles), some positions are missing due to the absence of entries in the ToA log, so multipath cannot be corrected. Subsequently, when leaving the problematic area, the algorithm starts to position consistently during the rest of the trajectory, adding information to the ToA log. In the second pass (red circles) through the complicated initial zone in the upper-left corner, the presence of red circles indicates that the algorithm has managed to position the robot during this second round. So, even if the system initially might not be able to obtain positions in certain areas due to multipath and low SNR, by moving around in the environment, the user could collect enough information to aid in the positioning later.

V. Conclusions

An acoustic positioning system for mobile robots has been developed in this work. This system provides a high accuracy and availability rate in environments with low signal coverage and/or affected by multipath. We developed a High Availability Positioning Algorithm (HAPA) that exploits the information provided by the received signal optimally. This signal comprises a 40 kHz carrier to estimate the Doppler shift, a chirp to determine the Time of Arrival, and a 63-bit Kasami sequence to identify the beacon and validate the correlation peak of its associated chirp. For each of the signals obtained, the algorithm determines the validated set of ToA, corrects their Doppler shift and compensates for multipath if it exists. When there are not enough validated ToA to obtain a position, the algorithm proposes the candidates ToA for the remaining beacons, and it tries to obtain a position by searching for a valid combination of ToA.

The HAPA performance has been evaluated through a set of experimental tests to compare its results with those obtained by the Robust Positioning Algorithm (RPA) developed in [32] and by a Classical Positioning Algorithm (CPA) based only on chirps. A system characterization conducted on a 49-point test grid has shown that the average HAPA’s availability in the whole positioning area improves up to 14.77% compared to the CPA and up to 53.83% regarding the CPA, increasing these improvements to 29.93% and 72.83% respectively, in the peripheral areas. The HAPA also reduces the minimum and maximum mean positioning errors, 1.0 cm and 4.7 cm respectively over the RPA, and 1.1 cm and 0.4 cm over the CPA. In addition, HAPA achieves position with Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) as low as -8 dB, while CPA only achieves positioning with SNR values above 4.5 dB. Besides, a set of tests in motion has been done on various trajectories. The performance improvement offered by the HAPA over the CPA and CPA has also been demonstrated. In particular, on the same 2-meter-side trajectory crossing areas with low coverage and affected by multipath, the HAPA availability is 97.89%, while the CPA drops to 83.25% and the CPA to 50.19%.
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